Installation Instructions

Set Drain
- Connect the rough-in fixture to the pipe and adjust the Coring Sleeve to be flush, or slightly below slab level.
- No need to estimate/anticipate finish floor level at rough-in, no need to wrap threads or cover top with duct tape.
- Apply adhesive (silicone) to the Coring Sleeve threads, if desired, to lock it in place before the slab is poured.

Install/Adjust Finish Fixture
- Install the Finish Fixture into the Coring Sleeve and adjust to floor level - from flush*, to 1 1/4" above the Coring Sleeve. Extensions are available for additional height.
- No problem if flooring spec changes after rough-in. Flooring contractor can make final adjustments to height and alignment as necessary for a perfect finish.
- Apply adhesive (silicone) to the Finish Fixture threads, if desired, to lock it in place.
  *Minimum height with square strainer = 3/8"

Pour/Finish Concrete Slab
- Pour and finish the slab flush with the Coring Sleeve.
- The flush surface makes it easy for concrete contractors to provide a smooth, flat slab finish.
- No need to be present during the pour to make last-minute corrections/adjustments.

Correct for Level
- If the Finish Fixture surface is tilted, remove the ring/strainer and install FinishLine Shims as needed to bring low sides up to floor level.
- Stack multiple Shims if necessary.

Remove Coring Plug
- After rough construction, and before the finish floor is installed, remove the Coring Plug.
- The Coring Plug has taken all the job site abuse, protected the internal threads and prevented debris from entering the drain lines.
- Coring Plug is recyclable with all #2 (HDPE) materials.

Remove Coring Plug
- The FinishLine allows for a perfect finish, reflecting the professionalism with which it was specified and installed.
- No job site damage to strainers/cover.
- No fixtures too low or too high.
- No tilted fixtures.
- No scraping duct tape.
- No boxing out.